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Abstract
Three deficiencies exist in information security under prevailing practices: organisations tend to focus on
compliance over protection; to estimate risk without investigating it; and to assess risk on an occasional (as
opposed to continuous) basis. These tendencies indicate that important data is being missed and that the
situation awareness of decision-makers in many organisations is currently inadequate. This research-inprogress paper uses Endsley's situation awareness theory, and examines how the structure and functions of the
US national security intelligence enterprise—a revelatory case of enterprise situation awareness development in
security and risk management—correspond with Endsley’s theoretical model, and how facets of the US
enterprise might be adapted to improve situation awareness in the information security risk management process
of organisations.
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INTRODUCTION
The modern organisation is essentially built of information: almost everything the organisation is and does
involves information’s storage, use, or communication. Information security is a broad term that essentially
refers to the practice of protecting information and the ways in which it is used to serve the goals of an
organisation (Whitman and Mattord 2004). Given the supreme role of information in the functions of
organisations, the importance of information security is widely acknowledged (Baskerville 1991; Shedden et al.
2010). Laws and standards designed to guide information security practices have become more prevalent
worldwide. These laws and standards typically endorse a “risk management” approach to information security.
The object of risk management is to identify sources of risk and deal with them appropriately. Managing
information security risks effectively, however, requires accurate appraisal of the organisation’s overall
information security situation, and there is evidence that, under prevailing practices, much of the information
required to model risk representatively is simply not being incorporated into organisations’ information security
risk assessments (Parker 2007; Shedden et al. 2011; Shedden et al. 2010; Utin et al. 2008).
A review of information security literature revealed that organisations tend to focus on compliance over
protection (Johnson 2009; Matwyshyn 2009; Shedden et al. 2010; Young and Windsor 2010); to estimate risk
rather than investigating it (Parker 2007; Richardson 2011; Shedden et al. 2011; Utin et al. 2008); and to assess
risk on an occasional—as opposed to continuous—basis (Rees and Allen 2008; Schmittling 2010; Hulme 2004).
Each of these tendencies describes a way in which important security status information is being omitted from
Information Security Risk Management (ISRM) decision making. The decisions that senior managers need to
make relating to their organizations' information security postures (e.g. whether to change the way the
organization does things to avoid negative situations that could cost it money, damage its reputation, or
otherwise impede its accomplishment of strategic objectives) need to be informed by accurate understanding of
the risks their particular organizations are actually faced with.
We argue that this problem can be described as one of leaders and their subordinates lacking situation awareness
in regard to the security states of their organizations. The decision-makers in many organizations are neither
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registering how developments within their operational environments affect the security of their information and
information systems, nor recognizing how the functionality and strategic interests of the organization as a whole
are contingent upon this security. This research-in-progress paper is part of a research project which aims to
develop an intelligence-driven ISRM process that maximizes situation awareness among the decision-makers
involved in that process. In this initial stage of the project we use a document-based case study to identify
whether Endsley’s situation awareness model can be utilized at an organisation level. Ultimately, our aim is to
answer the following research question:
“How can situation awareness be increased in information security risk management?”
This research-in-progress paper is organized as follows. The background to the study is discussed including the
literature on information systems security and an introduction of Endsley’s situational awareness model (1995).
Next the research approach for the research is presented. Following this, a document-based case study is
presented in which Endsley’s model is used to develop an a priori version of the ISRM model. We conclude
this research-in-progress paper with a discussion of the project’s outlook and its potential
implications/contributions.

BACKGROUND
This section reviews two relevant literature areas. It first examines work in information security risk assessment.
Secondly, it discusses situational awareness, in particularly Endsley’s model of situational awareness.
Information Security and Risk Assessment
In the literature on information security risk management practices three apparently endemic deficiencies were
uncovered: (1) Security risk assessment is aimed at compliance rather than protection; (2) Security risks are
estimated without investigation; and (3) Security risk is not assessed historically and continuously.
Security risk assessment is aimed at compliance rather than protection
Many organisations treat compliance with laws and standards as ends rather than means (e.g. Johnson 2009;
Matwyshyn 2009; Shedden et al. 2010; Young and Windsor 2010). Neither the technical fulfilment of legal
obligations nor the perception of having fulfilled a standard is the same as achieving information security,
however (Matwyshyn 2009; Shedden et al. 2010, von Grebmer 2006). Laws and standards are generic by design
and their provisions are consequently vague (Broderick 2006; Siponen 2006; Siponen and Willison 2009). An
organisation’s unique and dynamic situation cannot be addressed by laws or standards alone (Baskerville 1991).
An organisation can be deemed 100 percent compliant under conventionally accepted standards without having
actually achieved a state of information security (von Grebmer 2006). When compliance with externally formed
ideals is held to be the goal, protection may be assured theoretically, but it is not assured actually.
Security risks are estimated without investigation
Whilst the existence of standards and legal requirements reinforces the message that information security is
important, the degree to which information security is unique to each organisation appears to be widely
misunderstood (Parker 2007; Richardson 2011; Shedden et al. 2011; Utin et al. 2008). Standardized approaches
to risk estimation are rarely useful toward estimating the specific risks that a particular organisation is faced
with. Rather, these methods lead practitioners to settle on guessed values and imagined probabilities virtually
prima facie (Baskerville 1991). Nevertheless, such approaches are commonly accepted by many organisations as
adequate means for managing information security risk (Parker 2007; Utin et al. 2008). Risk cannot be properly
managed unless it is fully understood (Humphreys 2008). To understand information security risk fully,
organisations must ensure that the roles and characteristics of the information assets their business processes
depend on are understood through ongoing, conscientious investigation, and that lessons learned become matters
of record.
Security risk is not assessed historically and continuously
Many organisations conduct information security risk assessments as infrequent events occurring somewhere
between quarterly and yearly (Rees and Allen 2008). When carried out this way, a detailed assessment can
become overwhelming because all of the pertinent information must be gathered within a limited time frame.
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Furthermore, information gathered at any one point in time only constitutes a status “snapshot” of the
organisation’s actually fluid information security environment (Schmittling 2010). Hulme notes that “A risk
assessment conducted on the first day of the month can be quite different than the same assessment conducted
several weeks later;” and that risk can be most effectively minimized by keeping “eternally vigilant” (2004).
Ahmad, Hadgkiss and Ruighaver (2012) argue that it is also important for organisations to retain memory of past
security incidents and identified problem indications. In their failure to remain attentive and retentive, many
organisations are missing out on vital risk-pertinent data about current developments and long-term trends that
could afford them advance warning, by means of predictive analysis, of impending incidents.
Summary of risk assessment deficiencies
Each of the three flaws outlined above describes a way that important information about risk is misapprehended
or simply missed altogether. Without this information, managers' understandings of their organisations' security
situations are fragmentary. We argue that this problem can be described as one of leaders and their subordinates
lacking situation awareness concerning the security states of their organisations.
The phenomenon known as situation awareness (SA), as it is explained by Endsley’s (1995) SA theory, occurs
when an actor, whose function is to decide and act appropriately on (or in response to) a situation, has the
relevant status information he or she requires about the elements of (i.e. the “different things going on” within)
this situation of interest to decide and act appropriately. As SA theory describes how decision-making actors
come to understand the contexts within which they function, we argue that it is an appropriate theory for the
current project, which aims to increase information security risk managers’ awareness of their organizations’
respective security situations.
Theoretical basis: Endsley’s theory of situation awareness
Mica Endsley’s theory of SA is by far the most widely accepted and validated theory of SA (Salmon 2008).
While other authors have modelled some aspects of SA differently, or have argued that an SA theory should
draw on theoretical underpinnings different from those Endsley has drawn upon, a review of the literature failed
to uncover any arguments that genuinely undermine the validity of her theory or that offer better—or, we would
argue, even significantly different—explanations of how people come to develop awareness of situational states
in the context of goal-oriented activities.
Endsley defines SA as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the
comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley 1988, in Endsley
and Jones 2011). In Endsley’s model, SA is achieved in progressive stages. In Level 1 SA, one perceives, or
becomes aware of, “the status, attributes, and dynamics of relevant elements in the environment” (Endsley 1988,
in Endsley and Jones 2011). Failure to achieve Level 1 SA essentially amounts to a failure to perceive relevant
information about the environment, given one’s information requirements in light of one’s goals and objectives.
In Level 2 SA, one compares perceptions of the environment against one’s internally held understanding of, or
associations regarding, this incoming information (“prototypical situations in memory;” Endsley 1995). Failure
to achieve Level 2 SA amounts to a failure to understand what has been perceived, which can stem from
information overload or from having inadequate informational templates (e.g. “mental models” held in human
memory) to reference in processing and interpreting the sensed/incoming information (Endsley 1995). When
Level 2 SA is achieved, one is aware of information’s intrinsic meaning(s), as well as its significance in the
context of functional goals and objectives.
Level 3 SA occurs when one is able to extrapolate the implications of things perceived about the environment, to
predict what will happen “at least in the very near term,” based on one’s extant understanding of cause and effect
relationships between the elements of a situation (Endsley 1995). To achieve Level 3 SA, one must already have
developed Level 2 SA. Level 3 SA enables one to anticipate and plan for alternative future scenarios. Failure at
this level can stem from information overload or inadequate subject matter knowledge (Endsley and Jones 2011).
Endsley’s model portrays SA as a phenomenon that occurs in the context of decision-making, as it recognizes
SA to be purposeful or goal oriented: “Goals form the basis for most decision making in dynamic environments”
(Endsley 1995). What we might call “high fidelity” Level 3 SA, or Level 3 SA borne out of assessing the
situation of interest accurately, and interpreting it rationally in the context of goals and objectives, becomes the
basis for informed decision making (Endsley and Jones 2011). Endsley’s model of SA is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figurre 1: Endsley’s Situation Aw
wareness Mod
del (Adapted from
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Endsley 1995)
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n Figure 1)
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N
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c
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wareness vis--à-vis nationaal security isssues (ODNI 2011).
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As thee US Nationaal Security
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and ggovernmental decisionmakers thhat the IC servves, describess an SA enterpprise devoted to informing the managem
ment of risks to
t national
security, we argue thatt the USNSIE provides a reevelatory casee of how SA can
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Initially, open coding (Neuman 2011) was carried out on 32 ICDs and 5 pieces of US legislation to compile a
lexical concordance of named actors and functions (Carley 1993). The concordance was constructed, using
Microsoft Word, in the form of a large (171pages) table consisting of 154 entries. ICDs and legislation were
selected for analysis based on their titles and apparent themes. Axial coding followed open coding. The object of
axial coding is to evaluate previously developed codes for their utility in describing themes of interest within the
study (Neuman 2011). We realized that the vast majority of the data we had collected concerned details that—
though they concerned the structure of the USNSIE at the highest strategic level—were still too specific (and
complex) for adaptation into analogue components for a realistic organizational ISRM process model.
Furthermore, while we now had a fair idea of the USNSIE’s structure and role in government, our understanding
of how intelligence is actually created and disseminated within this enterprise was still lacking.
A search of available literature revealed that no theory has been accepted as a definitive explanation of the
process by which a national security intelligence enterprise informs decision making (Treverton et al. 2006).
Typically, the overall process of identifying the intelligence needs of decision-makers and carrying out the
operations required to meet these needs is described in terms of a conceptual framework known as the
“intelligence cycle” (Johnson 2012). The intelligence cycle is a feedback loop divided into phases of activity.
The number of discrete phases composing this cycle is a matter of opinion and varies across authors. We argue
that the intelligence cycle is most accurately depicted as a twelve phase cycle, as this allots a discrete phase for
each component activity. While the intelligence cycle is a useful heuristic for understanding how intelligence
generally informs decision making, it does not in itself constitute a detailed process description, however. Thus,
our next step was to assemble a suitable process description.
We created an outline of the intelligence cycle in which each phase represented the heading of a section. We
then reviewed the entries of the actors and functions table to determine the most key/central actors at the highest
enterprise levels. Next, we constructed a step-by-step account of what happens within the USNSIE throughout
the intelligence cycle. As we drafted this account, its components were considered for their overall
representativeness, centrality, and level of granularity within the USNSIE: actors that were too specific to the
peculiar functions of the enterprise, or which served less than central functions, were considered poor candidates
for adaptation into a high level process model and were omitted from our account on that basis. Essentially, this
phase consisted of multiple iterations of selective coding, during which data was reorganized under themes to
further inform our understanding of “major themes or concepts” of interest (Neuman 2011).
At this stage we still lacked a robust theoretical template on which to propose a process model. A search for
theory relating to the role of situation awareness in decision making and action ultimately led us to Mica
Endsley’s SA theory. To determine whether Endsley’s theoretical model of SA could be used to describe the
USNSIE, we then applied the pattern matching variation of the illustrative method (Neuman 2011). Neuman
explains that the illustrative method involves deriving “empty boxes” from components of pre-existent theory
and then filling these boxes with findings from research data (2011). In our case, these “empty boxes” were
structural components of Endsley’s theoretical model, which we “filled” with case study data. We compared
concepts within SA theory (i.e. task and system factors, stages of SA development, decision and action phases,
and its feedback loop) to the phases of the intelligence cycle to identify points of analogy. We then sought to
adapt Endsley’s model to better describe the way a team of actors can serve as “purveyors of situation
awareness” to decision makers the context of an intelligence enterprise.
This involved successive approximation, described by Neuman as “(a) method of qualitative data analysis that
repeatedly moves back and forth between the empirical data and the abstract concepts, theories, or models,
adjusting theory and refining data collection each time” (2011). Evidence from the case study was considered
and reconsidered within the context of Endsley’s SA-development/decision/action cycle to yield a process
template describing enterprise SA production in support of a single decision making actor. Figure 2 illustrates
how the intelligence cycle framework can be represented as an adapted situation awareness process model. The
process of developing SA, whether it is confined to individual experience or applied to a distributed enterprise,
describes the organisation and interpretation of situational element status data into an overall understanding of a
situation. While Endsley’s model of individual SA pertains to an individual acting directly upon or in response to
a situation, Figure 2 portrays SA development through the concerted effort of multiple actors whose overall
function is to develop and then export this SA to a consumer who then acts (or directs action) on or in response
to the situation of interest. In Figure 2, US IC actors have been simplistically divided into two types: collection
components and analysis components. Table 1 maps correspondences between the intelligence cycle and SA
theory.
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Figure 2: En
nterprise SA iin the Contextt of the Intelligence Cycle
Tabble 1: Corresp
pondences bettween the Inteelligence Cycle and SA Theeory
Intelligencce Cycle Phasess 1, 2 and 3: Reequirements,
SA Theory Analogue
A
Goals and Objectivess
Planning, and Direction
Explanatioon The goals annd objectives off decision-makeers determine in
ntelligence requ
uirements. Thesse requirements are then
translated into operationaal requirements at the IC elemeent level (ICD 900;
9
JP 2-0). In
n phases 2 and 33, planning and direction
by IC leaddership determinnes the goals an
nd objectives off operators with
hin IC elements (ODNI 2011). These goals an
nd
objectives provide the conntext by which situational elem
ment states are judged—determ
j
mining what neeeds to be perceeived and
why, and iinforming undeerstanding of deevelopments’ im
mplications, giv
ven the goals an
nd objectives off the decision-m
making
intelligencce consumer (O
ODNI 2011).
Intelligencce Cycle Phasess 4, 5, and 6: Co
ollection,
SA Theory Analogue
A
Level 1 SA (Perceptioon)
Processingg, and Exploitattion
Explanatioon: During colleection, situation
nal element statte data is gatherred by human or
o technical asseets (Johnson 20
012; JP 20). Percepttion occurs wheen element statees are perceptibble by consciou
us agents (Endslley 1995). In huuman assets, collection
and processsing can occurr concurrently; human
h
perceptiion of technicall data occurs aftter some machiine processing (JP
( 2-0;
Miller 20004). Exploitation requires basicc relevance recoognition and is often automateed to some extennt (JP 2-0; ICD
D 300;
ODNI 20111). Humans faccilitate exploitaation by labellinng and classifying information for easy discovvery or by forw
warding
informatioon where usefull (Miller 2004; ODNI 2011).
Intelligencce Cycle Phase 7: Analysis
SA Theory Analogues
A
Levell 2 SA (Compreehension); Leveel 3 SA
(Projection); Decision
Explanatioon Situational comprehension
c
occurs at the annalysis phase off the intelligencce cycle (Katterr, Montgomery and
Thompsonn 1979). Analyssis can focus on
n anywhere from
m current to lon
ng term situation
ns, and often drraws on the exp
pertise of
multiple sppecialist analyssts to develop multidimensiona
m
al comprehensio
on of a particular situation (JPP 2-0). Analysts are
commonlyy expected to appply their know
wledge in the subbject area to an
nticipate the imp
plications of a ssituation's curreent status,
and its likeely future state,, for decision-m
makers' goals annd objectives (U
USG 2009). Anaalysts decide annd act across an
nalysis,
productionn, evaluation annd dissemination
n.
Intelligencce Cycle Phase 8: Production
SA Theory Analogues
A
Decission; Action
Explanatioon The process of creating a co
oherent piece off finished intellligence explainiing the analyst'ss findings, ratio
onale,
limitationss, recommendattions, etc., is referred to as "prroduction;" the finished intellig
gence, which caan be in any meedia format,
is often refferred to as an "intelligence
"
prroduct" (ODNI 2011). The anaalyst must makee decisions that amount to find
dings as
well as deccisions about how to communicate these finddings in the finaal product, given
n the stated neeeds of the consu
umer.
Intelligencce Cycle Phase 9: Evaluation
SA Theory Analogues
A
Decission; Action
Explanatioon The analyst, and under som
me circumstancees the analyst's superior,
s
must also
a carry out an evaluation off the
intelligencce product, to verify that it fulfils the consum
mer/decision-maaker’s stated inttelligence requir
irements, prior to
t the
product's ddissemination (ICD 203). Both
h production annd evaluation caan involve reiterrations of decission and action when
products aare evaluated neegatively (JP 2-0; ICD 203).
Intelligencce Cycle Phase 10: Disseminattion
SA Theory Analogue
A
Action
n
Explanatioon The action of
o disseminating
g a useful and ap
appropriate intellligence producct is the ultimatee functional objjective of
the intelliggence analyst (T
Treverton and Gabbard
G
2008). Intelligence prroducts may be disseminated pphysically, electtronically,
presented formally or sim
mply communicated, dependingg on the type off intelligence in
nvolved, consum
mer needs and
ons (ODNI 2011).
specificatiions, and tempooral, locational, or other practiccal consideratio
Intelligencce Cycle Phase 11: Consumption
SA Theory Analogue
A
Level 1 SA (Perceptioon); Level 2 SA
A
(Comprehenssion); Level 3 SA
S (Projection)
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Explanation The disseminated product is consumed (listened to, read, or otherwise perceived) by the decision-maker (ODNI
2011). Consumption initiates the process of SA synthesis in the mind of the consumer. Consumed intelligence is not always
passively assimilated; the decision-maker often compares the product’s contents to information held in memory to develop
personal understanding of the situation (Lowenthal 2000). While perception and lower level comprehension may occur in
rapid succession, higher level comprehension of the situation and the internal formation of projections by the decision-maker
may require a period of reflection and rumination.
Intelligence Cycle Phase 12: Feedback
SA Theory Analogue Action
Explanation In the context of the intelligence cycle, feedback refers to the decision-maker's confirmation or denial, to an IC
liaison, that the intelligence product has met his or her stated information requirements regarding the situation of interest
(ODNI, 2011). It is an action by the decision-maker that is inherent to the cycle itself.

Though integral to the USNSIE, issuing feedback is not, of course, the decision-maker's definitive function. The
role of the decision-maker is to make decisions that lead to action on, or in reaction to, a situation of interest, as
necessary in light of strategic goals and objectives. If the incoming intelligence suggests that a situation requires
action, then the decision-maker will make a decision concerning what action is required and, to some extent,
how it should be carried out. In many cases, the decision-maker in government does not carry out an action but
rather directs one or more proxy actors to do so (Johnson 2012; Lowenthal 2000). Alternatively, if intelligence
suggests that the situation is already conducive to the goals and objectives of the decision-maker, action may not
be required. Yet another possibility is that the intelligence presents the situation differently than the decisionmaker had previously conceived of it, and the decision-maker must revise his or her goals and objectives to
accommodate this new understanding (Lowenthal 2000). If action affecting the relative state of the situation is
carried out by the decision-maker or proxy, the situation changes and a new enterprise SA development and
synthesis process must be undertaken by the US IC and the decision-maker to establish current awareness of it.

DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we have argued that the USNSIE is actually an example of enterprise SA. We will now
argue that this enterprise model can be applied toward the design of a situation-aware ISRM process for
organizations. Just as an enterprise consists of layered activities, enterprise SA must also be considered at
multiple levels. In Figure 2, the combined efforts of the entire intelligence community have been simplified into
one tier of a two-tiered model. While this may accurately depict the nature of the enterprise at a high level, the
reader must remember that the model can be adapted to describe any transaction in which SA is developed by an
actor or team of actors and provided to another actor who then decides and acts in response to the situation of
interest. This is to say that the model can be adapted to describe activity between all layers of the SA enterprise.
In the next section we present an adapted, a priori model describing a situation-aware/intelligence-driven ISRM
process at the business process level. It is the second of three diagrams (depicting [1] transactions between
department level collection and analysis assets and business process owners; [2] transactions between business
process owners and the ISRM Manager; and [3] transactions between the ISRM Manager and an executive level
officer, such as a Chief Information Security Officer, or Chief Security or Risk Officer, where such a
relationship exists within the hierarchy of an organization) that have been developed to describe the proposed
process. The others have been omitted from this paper due to space considerations.
An a priori model for intelligence-driven ISRM
We propose that enterprise SA development in ISRM should start with collection and analysis at the department
level. The departments are intrinsically specialized to carry out particular functions within the organisation, and
should be most familiar with the information assets located under their respective functions. Responsibility for
ISRM should be distributed across business process owners (Coles and Moulton 2003), who have tasking
authority over collection and analysis components embedded within the departments. The business process
owners report up to the ISRM head, subordinate to the organisation’s risk or security executive (where one
exists).
At the department level, the security statuses of specific information assets are the collection targets. If multiple
information assets that fall under the same department are interdependent or otherwise interact with each other,
the department-level intelligence component is responsible for collecting status information relating both to the
separate information assets as well as to their interactions between each other. "Information assets" includes
pieces of hardware, software, network assets, individual people, specific procedures, and data assets (Whitman
and Mattord 2004).
While the security states of hardware, software, and network assets generally fall under the purview of the
organisation's IT department regardless of the business process concerned, other information assets supporting a
business process, such as the people, procedures and pieces of information involved, may be distributed across
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several ddepartments. Collection
C
tarrgets should bbe developed with guidancce from the eenterprise and
d business
process llevels in the form of refin
ned and priorritized intellig
gence requirements. Intelliigence forwarrded from
departmeental collectionn and analysiis componentss is received and aggregateed by businesss process ow
wners, who
then perfform business process levell analyses. Thhe products reesulting from these
t
analysess are then disseminated
upward too the ISRM heead, who aggrregates the finndings to perfo
orm a whole-eenterprise secuurity assessmeent.
Figure 3 depicts our a priori modeel of intelligeence-driven IS
SRM at the business
b
proceess level. The diagram
illustratess the relationship between each
e
business process owneer and the Info
ormation Secuurity Risk Man
nager. The
relationshhip between all
a business prrocess ownerss and the manaager can be siimilarly modeelled, howeverr, in much
the same way as the upper
u
tier of Figure
F
2 repreesents the com
mbined effortss of US IC coomponents. In
n Figure 3,
authority to act on a process level situation is ggenerally delegated to the business proocess owner, subject to
oversightt by the ISRM
M Manager. A similar diiagram appliees to the relationships betw
ween departm
ment level
collectionn and analysiss assets and eaach business pprocess owneer, wherein thee department level assets assume
a
the
upper tieer of the diaggram, the bu
usiness processs owners assume the low
wer tier, and authority to act on a
departmeent level situattion is held by
y the businesss process owneer(s) involved
d, but may be delegated to an
a actor at
the deparrtment level.

Figure 3: Inttelligence-Drivven ISRM at the
t Business Process
P
Levell

CONCL
LUSION
This reseearch-in-progrress paper hass discussed thhe developmen
nt of an intelligence-drivenn ISRM process model
for organnisations. It haas described th
hree types of SA deficienciies identified in
i informationn security literature and
proposes an enterprise SA model, derived
d
from a case study of
o the USNSIE
E, to improve SA in ISRM. The next
step for thhis research project
p
will bee to conduct innterviews with
h subject mattter experts froom the ISRM field. The
point of tthese interview
ws will be to elicit
e
expert addvice concern
ning the general feasibility oof the a priori model as
presentedd here, as welll as general, high
h
level recoommendationss for improvin
ng it. Followinng incorporation of this
input, wee will then present
p
the reesulting modeel to a focus group. Whille the purposse of the inittial expert
interview
ws will be to determine whaat componentss—if any—of the model aree considered vvalid propositiions in the
broad sennse, the purpose of the focu
us groups will be to revise, refine, and vaalidate lower llevel componeents of the
formerly validated highh level model.
The intellligence drivenn ISRM process model has several imporrtant implications for practititioners and reesearchers.
First, it w
will enable more
m
accurate estimations oof risk in infformation secu
urity by distrributing the assessment
a
workloadd across the enterprise, reendering moree detailed assessments praacticable. Seecond, it willl institute
continuouus monitoringg and reportin
ng/documentattion practices, increasing th
he chances off threat detecttion while
also enabbling trend mapping
m
and predictive
p
anaalysis. The net
n result of this
t
for practiitioners will be betterinformedd decision-makking in ISRM
M at both thee business pro
ocess and wh
hole enterprisee levels. As the
t model
approachhes ISRM from
m a business process
p
securrity perspectiv
ve, it links ISR
RM directly too the strategicc business
interests oof the organissation, increasing the likelihhood of enthussiastic supportt by upper maanagement.
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The model will also provide the basis for further research in situation-aware/intelligent information security risk
management. The model should ultimately be developed into a complete method that guides organizations
through the process of SA/intelligence requirements identification, as well as through ISRM-specific collection
and analysis procedures. Empirical work needs to be done to evaluate the actual feasibility of the model and any
resulting method. Action research studies implementing ISRM methods based on the model resulting from this
project would be particularly useful.
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